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 Developments at NMIA
• Since 2004, NMIA has maintained Australia’s top-level standards in
physical, chemical and biological measurement
• In July 2010, NMIA also took responsibility for a new national system of
trade measurement in the legal metrology area (previously State-based)

 Developments in Time and Frequency
• From 2010, Bruce Warrington took responsibility for NMIA’s physical
metrology laboratory in Melbourne
• From 2012, Bruce Warrington will be based in Canberra, travelling
frequently to Sydney and Melbourne

GPS time and frequency transfer systems


Compact systems provided to Australian
laboratories and to NISIT Papua New Guinea



Some development work continues, for example
to add an internal GPSDO or low-cost counter

Continuing emphasis on precise and reliable time instead of frequency:

Provided directly
(eg telecommunications sector)

Monitored indirectly
(eg transport sector,
‘point-to-point’ speed enforcement)

New rules for financial markets
(synchronization between operators)

NMI-UWA time-transfer research

 Australian Research Council (ARC) funding
awarded in 2009 (AUD 750K/3 years)

UWA
Perth

NMIA
Sydney

 Additional ARC funding awarded ACES ground
station infrastructure at UWA including MWL
link (AUD 1.23M/3 years)
 Currently working to procure ground station
clocks (most likely JPL Hg+ trapped-ion
standard)
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Schemes for transfer over optical fiber
 Analog transfer of RF frequency
– Well-established RF technology
– Uses quartz oscillators, analog mixers, splitters, filters,
multipliers

 Digital transfer of RF frequency
– Based on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
platform
– Utilises numerically-controlled oscillators (NCOs), digital
logic, digital phasemeters

 Time transfer
– Also based on FPGA platform, implementing PRN
correlation techniques

 Optical frequency transfer
– Andre Luiten and Sascha Schediwy, UWA

NMI design of analog RF fiber transfer

 preconditioning of transmitted signal, instead of active control of fiber length
 ‘automatic’ cancellation of fiber noise with a simple system
Yabai He, NMI and MQU

Experimental setup for analog RF transfer
master RF reference

fiber link

detectors

master and
slave lasers

 In a next step, the components will be packaged into two portable
instrument cases for improved stability
 The system can therefore be easily transported for tests on other fiber links

Optical fiber link between NMI and MQU
MQU

 10-km optical fiber link between
National Measurement Institute and
Macquarie University
 2 fibers are looped back at MQU to
form a 20 km length for testing at NMI

NMI

Quality test of the optical fiber link via an optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR):
 Multiple strong reflections
 High loss (~13 dB)
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Stability of analog RF fiber transfer

20-km fiber link noise

RF over 20-km fiber link
(limited by loss, reflections)

Averaging time  (s)

All-digital RF transfer over optical fiber

Benefits:
• Timing coherence
• Long-term stability
• Scalability (low cost)

Field Programmable
Gate Array
systems

• Versatility, whereby gains and filters can
be readily optimised
fiber

• Output frequency tunable across a large
range (multiplexing)
• Can easily adopt different modulation
frequencies in distribution chain, to
reduce crosstalk

-fiber

NMI design of digital RF fiber transfer

Master output signal: 20 MHz

Slave output signal: 15 MHz

Magnus Hsu and Malcolm Gray, NMI; M. T. L. Hsu et al., submitted to Optics Letters (2011).

Stability of digital RF fiber transfer
phase noise through 70 km of fibre
fibre frequency distribution system through 70 km of fibre
fibre frequency distribution system through 70 m of fibre
direct transfer (electronic coupling, no lasers or fibre)
electronic noise floor of the phasemeter
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Phasemeter enables stability measurement ~4 x 10–19 over a day.
RF signal distribution over 70 km of optical fibre ~6 x 10–17 over a day.

Towards an Australian network

 Collaboration awarded ARC funding
($600K/3 years) to continue development

 Square Kilometre Array – the largest
radio observatory ever proposed

 RF dissemination to CSIRO radioobservatory sites in NSW a key objective

 ASKAP Pathfinder project at Murchison
site: 9 of 36 antennas already built

Radio astronomy and space exploration
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Need relative phase:
– expensive hydrogen
masers at every site, or
– dissemination of
reference frequency

Correlation
and
Integration
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Time transfer over optical fiber
We are also developing a simple time-transfer modem for comparison of clocks
over optical fiber:
remote clock
delayed sequence
pseudo-random
noise sequence

transmit by optical fibre

cross-correlate to get delay
local copy

--- EPL correlator
library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
entity EPLCorrelator is
port(
enable: in std_logic;
reset : in std_logic;
clear_ready:in std_logic
code: in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
early: out std_log_vector(31 downto 0;
prompt: out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
late: out std_logic_vector(31 downto 00;
);
end EPLCorrelator;

Prototyping with LabVIEW
and NI FPGA hardware

Final version on OEM
FPGA hardware

What next?
Some key challenges:
 need to overcome attenuation and dispersion over longer distances
 practical challenges of implementing large-scale networks
 need to operate not only on ‘dark’ fiber but on ‘lit’ fiber, with reference
frequencies travelling together with regular data traffic on the same fiber
 need ultrastable lasers to characterize ultimate performance
Proposed implementation stages:
 NMI to Macquarie University (<10 km) using AARNET fibre – in place
 Perth to Mandurah (~100 km) using AARNET fibre – by end 2011
 ANU to ANU loop tests (~100 km) using ICON fibre – by early 2012
 ATNF Mopra to ATNF Narrabri (~150 km), cf VLBI – 2012?
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